
AND MEMORY HAS
COMPLETELY LEFT THE BUILDING.In the traffic lanes of steel commerce.

Our location, directly at the intersection of the Tennessee River and the Tombigbee Waterway, 
is in the traffic lanes of steel commerce in the South. We give you a full range of competitive 
shipping options including barge, rail and truck.

BROAD GAUGE OVERLAP = PRODUCTION FLEXIBILITY.

With the addition of Junior to the family, FerrouSouth has the flexibility to run a broad range 
of gauges on either our light gauge or heavy gauge stretcher lines, providing added production 
flexibility for faster turnaround.

FERROUSOUTH.COM

.054"-.165" x 72" .135"-.565" x 96" “JUNIOR” IS HERE.



Incoming Steel

Before Stretching

After Stretching

Finished Product

Say hello to The Eliminator Jr. 
and hasta la vista to steel 
memory.  
FerrouSouth’s new Red Bud light 
gauge stretcher leveler is up and 
running, easily handling ultra-high 
strength, high-yield material from 
.054"- .165" x 72". Combine that 
capability with our heavy gauge 
stretcher—The Eliminator—and that 
makes FerrouSouth your best source 
for dead flat, memory free C-T-L 
material that will work for all
your applications.

Quick and nimble, fast and 
cost-competitive.
How fast is Junior? Cycle times for light gauge 
material are the fastest in the South. That 
makes us very competitive and flexible.

Junior is a mill duty machine.
Junior runs light gauge material but this 
machine is a heavy-duty, never-say-die tough 
guy. We are running material all day at top 
speed without a glitch or a problem.  
Productivity and quality are perfectly 
consistent, day in and day out.

Let your machines fly, your yields soar. 
Junior—just like its big brother The Eliminator— 
will provide you with material that is laser flat, 
completely memory free and ready to run 
through your machines at top speed. You’ll see 
yields and efficiency leap and profits jump.

Source from any mill.  We’re fine
with that.

FerrouSouth is an independent toll processor, 
so we can work with any mill you chose. We 
have relationships with all the mills in the 
South so you can buy from whoever suits 
your needs. No problems. No worries. 

The right location for easy shipping.

We are smack dab in the middle of the South’s 
steel commerce traffic lanes. Situated directly 
at the intersection of the Tennessee River and 
the Tombigbee Waterway, FerrouSouth offers 
you competitively priced barge, rail and truck 
shipping. And direct rail access to all the major 
manufacturing centers and ports in Mexico
as well.  

FERROUSOUTH.COM

Dead flat, 
memory free

C-T-L sheets from
.054"-.165" x 72"

Now, every sheet at 
FerrouSouth: stretcher 
leveled, dead flat and 
memory free. 
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